PSLWPMP250
Electric Wine Pump Aerator
Automatic Wine Bottle Air Decanter Dispenser

• Keep Your Wine Fresher, Longer!
• Portable and Automatic Wine Dispenser
• Simple & Hassle-Free One-Button Operation
• Universal Fit Attaches to All Wine Bottle Types
• Air-Tight Bottle Fit Design Keeps Wine Aerated
• Easily Attaches / Detaches
• Rechargeable Design with USB line

This product provides an easy to use solution for professional and simple wine aeration and dispensing. Why aerate your wine? Wine is made up of hundreds of compounds, and with aeration, usually the volatile undesirable compounds will evaporate faster than the desirable, aromatic and flavorful ones. Aeration reduces compounds like sulfites, which are added to wine to prevent oxidation and bacteria. It also will help to reduce any strong hints of Ethanol allowing the flavors to better express themselves. The wine tap attaches to the top of any glass wine bottle with an air tight seal protecting the wine’s freshness and allows for a classy and convenient way to serve properly aerated wine. Use either the solid or flexible straw to pump wine from the bottom of any size wine bottle.

Aerate Wine Anywhere
A compact design allows the wine aerator pourer to fit practically any sized container from a purse to a picnic basket, while a soft finish ensures comfortable use every time. Stay at home and enjoy wine by the fire, host a barbecue at the park, or stroll down the beach. No matter where you go, the electric aerator will be your wine’s best friend.
Emboldens Select White Wines
With the wine aerator, you can discover the hidden qualities of dry, full-bodied white wines and savor the sumptuous flavors of Chardonnay, Riesling, and Bordeaux Blanc.

Perfect for Whiskey, Scotch & Beer
Make your drinks the centerpiece of any occasion. With the flexible tube, you can aerate non-standard sized bottles of whiskey, dark or bitter beers, scotch, and select IPAs to enjoy rich taste and refined aromas.

CLEAN BEFORE FIRST USE
We suggest that you run clean water through the Aerator before first use. The product is designed to seal on a standard wine bottle mouth opening and will only push water through the tube and spout if used in a sealed state.

USER INSTRUCTIONS
1. Screw the spout and pipe. (image 1)
2. Open a bottle of wine. Install the unit on the bottle (image 2)
3. Push the button, the wine is aerated and poured out. (image 3)
4. Recharge the product with USB cord. (image 4)

CAUTIONS
• Do not use detergents to clean the Tube.
• Be sure to remove the Tube Part from Aerator before cleaning.
• This product is not a toy and contains small parts.
  Not suitable for children under 5 years of age.

CLEAN AND STORE
1. After use, immediately clean and dry.
2. Wipe it clean and dry.
3. Add a little lemon juice or vinegar if you want to improve the cleaning effect. Remove the Tube to the spout under the Electronic Body Assembly and pull the tube down. Connect the Tube to the spout under the Electronic Body Assembly by turning the tube.
PSLWPMP250
Electric Wine Pump Aerator
Automatic Wine Bottle Air Decanter Dispenser

Features:
• Electric Wine Aerator Pump and Decanter
• Keep Your Wine Fresher, Longer!
• Portable and Automatic Wine Dispenser
• Simple Hassle-Free One-Button Operation
• Universal Fit Attaches to All Wine Bottle Types
• Air-Tight Bottle Fit Design Keeps Wine Aerated
• Easily Attaches / Detaches
• Built-in Rechargeable Lithium Battery via USB Cord
• Unique Non-Splash, No-Mess Metal Spout

What's in the Box:
• Wine Dispenser Pump
• USB Charging Cable

Technical Specs:
• Construction Material: Aluminum Alloy
• Built-In Rechargeable Battery: Lithium Battery 3.7V, 400mAh
• USB Cord Length: 1.48 ft.
• Total Aerator Dimensions (L x W x H):
  2.36’ x 2.36’ x 5.41’ –inches (without Spout)
• Sold as: 1